
Study Hall: Standard Operating Procedures

Study Hall Presentations:
★ Move close to the presentation.
★ Pay attention to the speaker(s).
★ No Device Use unless needed for the 

presentation.
★ ACTIVELY participate! 



Slay your 
midterms
How to Become a Super Studier



YOUR Midterms are coming!
★ January 10th - 13th
★ Midterms are 20% of      

your Semester 1 grade
★ Two tests/day 

○ 8:30-1PM



Have no fear, sTUDENT 
sERVICES is here! 



Plan your Study Environment
× What environment do you need to do your 

best studying?  
× Use the next few weeks to try different 

environments.
× Your needs may be different depending on 

the subject or topic.



★ There is no one 
right way to 
study. 

★ It helps to use a 
combination of 
strategies.

★ Choose the 
skills based the 
class. 

How do we slay our midterms?! 
★ Multitasking 

increases errors 
& will lead to 
assignments 
taking twice as 
long :( 

★ Learning over 
time increases 
knowledge 
retention.

★ Practice tests 
really help!

★ Active recall is 
better than 
re-reading. 

★ Make 
connections 
between the 
material. 

★ See. Do. Teach.



What’s the plan?!
Let’s tackle these midterms, 

class by class.



Flashcards
× Opportunity for active recall
× Re-write the information
× Great for learning definitions          

& key ideas
× Portable & Colorful
× When would you use       

flashcards?!



Acronyms & mnemonics 
× Acronyms & mnemonic devices help you remember
× Use these to remember formulas & small bits of information

× PEMDAS | MVEMJSUN(P) 
× What others do you know? 

× When would you use acronyms & mnemonics?



Re-write or review your notes nightly
× Easier to remember concepts when you write them down
× Use different colored highlighters or pens
× If you study a little bit each night, you’re more likely to 

remember the information
× Eliminates the need to cram for tests

× When would you rewrite/review notes?!
× Hint: Good for concept heavy subjects!



Study guides, Practice tests, & Teaching others
× Creating study guides/practice tests will help 

you highlight key concepts
× Practice leads to comfort and expertise
× Teaching others tests your knowledge 

× You need to know enough to explain it!
× In what classes does this work best?



Super hero memory
Utilize your 5 senses to remember 

what you study! 



Color code everything!
× Use color and color coding 
× Rewrite notes with different colored pens 
× Highlight with different color highlighters
× Use colored index cards or note cards
× Color a diagram



Smell + Taste
× Pick a study scent! 
× Only wear that lotion/perfume/cologne when 

studying & on the day of the test. 
× Smell is closest to the memory center in the brain! 

× You can do the same with taste! 
× Hard candy or gum



Put it to music… 
× Read notes out loud; discuss the concept with a classmate or adult
× Rewatch a video on the topic; make it a song (state song) 
× Tap to the beat of music to help you remember information 



Dance it out
× Moving your body can help your memory.  
× You can use flashcards to create a memory 

game.
× You can “walk yourself” through a timeline.
× You can create movements to associate with 

ideas. 
× Utilize fidgets & textures.



With these tips, you’ll surely 
slay your midterms this 

quarter! 


